Event Brochure

BE LIKE THE PROS

WIGGLE ESSEX EXPLORER
Every mile of each of the 3 route options is in the large county of Essex. Often thought of as almost an outreach of London, if you don’t
know Essex then you are in for some wonderful cycling surprises. Our routes take advantage of this lovely countryside although you’ll steal
the occasional glance to Canary Wharf, The Shard and the city of London from time to time. Around half of the mileage on each of the three
route options uses the same roads as the 2014 Tour de France stage 3.

YOUR TICKET TO RIDE
No registration queue on the day
Register for our event online in plenty of time, and we’ll post your ‘Ticket To Ride’ pack to your address. Then just come straight
to the start line.

How to enter one of our sportives
Using your PC, smart phone or tablet and browse to www.kilotogo.com or www.wiggle.co.uk/kilo-to-go for device enhanced
reading!
New Group Booking at www.kilotogo.com
Now it’s even easier to book a group of friends to come and ride with you at a KILO TO GO event. The main thing you need to
decide during the entry process, is what route they are going to ride.

Receiving your ‘Ticket To Ride’
Just before event day, each rider or group member will receive their Ticket To Ride pack in the post and the event manual link via
email. This will explain everything about the event and let you know how and where to place you rider number and timing sticker.
We advise that you keep the contents safe until the night before and follow the instructions in the event manual.

ROUTES
Why you must ride ‘Essex Explorer'!
We’ve used some of these very roads
before in previous sportives and indeed
last year’s Explorer. You’ll be sampling
the roads 4 weeks ahead of the world’s
greatest cyclists and locals might be
forgiven for thinking they need to check
their calendars on the day! We’ve got a
lovely new event HQ at Ongar leisure
centre. All routes leave the event HQ to
the north and immediately swing west
onto Tour de France roads. Whichever
route you choose you’ll head home
west, once again, on the ‘route du Tour’.
Long route
100 miles (161km)
4,000ft (1,220m) ascent
Medium route
60 miles (96km)
2,200ft (670m) ascent
Short route
39 miles (63km)
1,400ft (430m) ascent

ON YER BIKE, BRITAIN
KILO TO GO has been running some of the best known sportives since 2007. Unique and contrasting counties across Britain provide
the backdrop to our events. New challenges with the reassurance of the same dedicated support team. Which means you can fully
focus on the job at hand. That’s why more and more of our riders only choose KILO TO GO events.

Route signage
The signs used at KILO TO GO events are very distinctive. Below is a sample selection of the key signs used out on the route to
direct riders. Riders must obey the law and heed the Highway Code at all times. Highway Authority signage and police instruction
have priority over any KILO TO GO directional/advisory signage.

Indicates to make a left turn
to get to the feed station

Indicates where routes split.
In this instance, the long
route makes a right turn
where as the short route
continues straight.
These are also examples of
a ‘continue on’ (the straight
arrow) and a right turn
arrow.

CAUTION : reduce your
speed and be aware. Two
Caution signs means extra
caution.

Why KILO TO GO?
At KILO TO GO we go the extra mile to make sure you have
a great day:
No need to queue - we don’t want you queuing at the start
of the day – we post your ‘Ticket to Ride’ pack prior to the
event so that you don’t have to come to the registration desk
on the day.
ALL our finishers receive the following, no matter when you
sign up: A HIGH5 taster pack, a pro-quality 750ml water
bottle, a useful drawstring goodie bag, a finisher’s medal, a
certificate, and a short video of the moment you cross the
finish line, plus more….
All events feature class leading UHF electronic timing,
event photography from one of professional cycling’s best
known photographers and his side-kicks, well stocked feed
stations, and mechanical support. Toilets are available at all
our HQs and feed stations for your comfort.
Medical Safety: Out on the route we provide motorcycle
outriders and paramedic backup for your safety. Add to that
our highly visible broom wagon that’ll sweep up any riders
that require taking back to the HQ.
Great signage: Riders always tell us that our routes have the
best signage. Our highly visible magenta signs will direct you
around the course and clearly mark route split points so that
you always end up on your chosen route.

New to sportives?
What exactly is a cyclosportive? A cyclosportive (often referred to as a sportive, a challenge ride or cycle leisure ride) is a massparticipation bicycle event that combines elements of road bicycle racing and long distance bicycle touring. Importantly, the events are
not races and they make use of the road networks. Leisure riding is by far the largest growth area in UK cycling right now - partly due
to the racing successes of riders like Bradley Wiggins and Mark Cavendish.
Meet people like you! Cyclosportive events attract a wide range of riders, from dedicated racing cyclists to leisure cyclists wanting a
challenging ride that allows them to test themselves. It's a great way to pick up or share tips with other riders too. Riders, from all
walks of life, travel from all over the country to take part. Some people have been involved in cycling since they were a child; some
people take up the sport to get fit or lose weight; others have moved from a different sport to cycling. You may want to raise money for
charity, or want to set yourself a goal.
Do I need to be fit? Reasonably so - at KILO TO GO we think it's wise to approach the prospect of any challenge ride with some
good preparation - do this and you'll enjoy your ride. For route options of around 40 miles getting a few rides under your belt of 20 to
30 miles leading up to the event are sufficient preparation for most. For the longer options you need to have more substantial 'cycling
fitness' but you don't have to be an Olympic athlete by any stretch of the imagination. If you know that you have any medical
conditions, you should be wise to consult your doctor for health advice before taking part in a sportive.
Do I need a special bike? A good lightweight road bike, in good condition, with a wide range of gears will be suitable. If you are
thinking seriously about buying a modern bike specially for sportives then most specialist cycle dealers are able to advise. Expect to
pay at least £600 for a serviceable entry level model. £1000 should get you a decent bike with carbon frame and Japanese or Italian
branded components. These days, you do get a lot of 'bike for your buck'. Compact chainsets (50 teeth and 34 teeth chainwheels) are
favoured by many sportive riders; and with a 10-speed cassette (12 - 25 sprockets) it should enable you to get around just about any
sportive - providing you are reasonably fit of course! Do remember to budget for the rest of your cycling gear though - shoes, bib
shorts, jerseys and a helmet etc. all add up!
What should I carry? Food, drink, spare clothing, multi-tool, spare inner tubes, and some identification. Most sportives have stations
providing (free) food and drink, but you should always have some extra energy food and isotonic drink with you at all times. The
weather can change during the ride - if you have to stop for a puncture on an exposed hill-top you can rapidly cool down. The most
common form of mechanical breakdown is a puncture, particularly if the weather is wet, so make sure you have the right equipment
and know how to repair a puncture. Always carry your own identification with you. Extra money and a mobile phone are highly
recommended.

